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ISTRODUCTIOS 
This paper is concerned with passing from a coherent algebraic structure 
on a category to a strict algebraic structure on another category which is 
eqnivalent, in a rather strong and rather natwal sense; to the original 
structure. 
The basic construction is as simple as this. Consider the category 6Z of 
all finite sets (in some set-theoretic universe). There are a number of coproduct 
functors --I. : U x CZ + GL All are icft adjoint to the diagonal 
and thus na~turally equivalent to each other. C’oproducts (A’ -I- ‘V) -i- X and 
X + (k‘ + Z) arc isomorphic, but the usual ways of specifying one of the 
left adjoints -+ of A do not make (X -f- Y) -j- Z and X -+ (I7 .$. 2) equal. 
One can form another category CF!* of finite sets; precisely, the objects of M* 
are finite strings (XI ,..., X,) of objects of GZ, and imprecisely, they map like 
;r; .$. . . . -I- Xn . Then @‘* is equivalent to 6X and has a coproduct functor + * 
that is exactly associative. Here +* seems n reasonable transform of $- 
because both are coproduct functors. ‘l’hcre is a formal connection too, 
consisting of a pair of “homomorphisms” between (GZ, -f-) and (GP J-” , > > 
whose composites are naturally equivalent to identities. The sense of “homo- 
morphism” (twisted homomorphisms as defined below) is a natural one,. 
but not what one might naively expect. Indeed, a homomorphism strictly 
preserving the operations would strictly preserve the associative law; hence 
the image of CT* wonld be a quite large associative suhalgehra of G?, which 
dots nor exist for a general left adjoint + of A. 
The basic result is that this type of construction is possible for an algebraic: 
structure on a category C? if and only if the compound operations to be made 
equal arc already naturally equival.ent coIwwzLZy in the sense of MacLane [6]- 
Given coherence, this simplification of algebras carries over to homomor- 
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phisms, in that the strict algebras CZ* (strictly associative, etc.) can be so chosen 
that for every strict algebra g, every (twisted) homomorphism OZ* + 23 
is naturally equivalent to a homomorphism in the strict sense. There are 
some routine refinements: Necessity and sufficiency of coherence for the 
construction of OP hold either with or without certain “compatibility” 
conditions in the definition of a twisted homomorphism, GPG inherits coherence 
from OP across weaker connections than those described here, and the 
equivalence of 02 and CZ?* can be improved to (twisted) isomorphism if each 
object of GZ has sufficiently many isomorphic copies and the algebraic theory 
involved is not (a trivial) one all of whose ordinary models have ground sets 
of at most one element. 
I am indebted to the referee for numerous suggestions and for the informa- 
tion that Benabou had “essentially these theorems” in March 1967. Benabou 
formulated a universal mapping property characterizing the strict algebra 
he constructed. The present construction turns out to have a similar charac- 
terization, presumably the same one. There are similar earlier results of 
Giraud [3] for a (coherent) category on a category. 
1. Definifions and Theorems. 
The first version of this paper said that algebraic theories with infinitary 
operations offer no special difficulty but that the proofs do not apply for the 
most general varietal theemies [5], such as the theory of compact spaces. 
The referee pointed out that that is wrong; the proofs do apply. The reason 
is that such a thing as a free compact space on a proper class of generators, 
in Linton’s formulation [5], is a quite definite notion and is “only” a proper 
class. (This is unlike a free compact space on an infinite set S, which always 
has mom elements than S. In a sense, it is not really compact.) We want 
it only for bookkeeping, in passing from a legitimate category GZ with a 
proper class of objects to an equivalent category a* with the same number 
of objects. 
For convenience, we shall use universes (in effect). Formally, we rephrase 
the Lawvcre-Linton definition of a theory in terms of an initial segment A’ 
of the cardinal numbers, called the set of in&x numbers. For added conve- 
nience we assume that the number of objects in any given category 02 is an 
index number. 
Then a theory is a category T whose objects T(m) are in one-to-one corre- 
spondence with the index numbers m and in which each T(m) is the mth 
power of T(1). An interpretation (or morphism) T’ -+ T is a product- 
preserving functor taking T’( 1) to T( 1). W e are concerned only with surjective 
interpretations. Such a surjcction I : T’ -+ T is, of course, effectively deter- 
mined by the set of all pairs (f, g) in T’ x T’ for which I(f) = I(g). Even 
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the set of all such pairs f, g : T’(m) + T’(1) suffices, since morphisms into 
powers of 1”(l) are determined by their coordinates and I must preserve 
products. It is natural, and really costs nothing, to consider an arbitrary set 
of pairs K = {(j; , gJ}, fa and gE : Z”(mJ -+ r’(l). Any such .K determines 
an interpretation 1 : T’ --> 1’ universal among interpretations which identify 
-fm with gE for all a; this is easily proved. We call K a kernel of i. Its elements 
( fs , gx) are identities. 
An aigeAebra over a theory 7’ in a category V is a product-preserving functor 
d : 2’ -)- v. A(T(1)) is called its ground object; A is an. algebra on A(T(3)). 
We are interested in algebras in Cat and shall write ci! for A( T(l)). 
Given a theory T and a kernel K in 2: a T/K (twisted) algebra on a category 
U consists of a Il’-algebra A on GZ and a family 23 of natural equivalences 
Jw : A( f-1 -+ A( gN) indexed by the identities ( fn : g,J E K D is the downtz&; 
the -IS are the iden@m. 
‘The downtwist is ,in effect a first step toward reduction to a P-algebra, 
&here I : %’ -3 T* is a universal interpretation with kernel K. The next step 
will be describing the natural extension of D over the largest kernel of .f, 
.I(?: g) : (1(f) -.= 1(g)}. To go further one must assume that the natural 
extension yields only one identifier from A( f ) to A(g) ivh.en .C( f) .I= I( gj; 
to bc more precise, one does assume it, and WC show later that the assumption 
is necessary for going further in the direction we shall take. 
The deduction-closure of a set S of natural equivalences on A(T) is defined 
as the smaliest set of natural equivalences containing S closed under adjoining 
identity natura’l transformations, inverses, transverse compositions, hgi- 
tudinal compositions, and (to bc defined) conjunctions. The conjunction of 
natural. transformations a, : fi -+ gi of functors fi , gi : X -+ Yi is the 
coordinatewise product a : f --f g, where f, g : X --* x Y, have the given 
coordinates. 
We need an important but easy proposition: If K is a kernel of I : 2’ --f T* 
and (A, D) is a T/K twisted algebra, then the deduction-closure of D includes 
a natural equivalence from A(f) to A(g) f i an d only if .r( f ) == I’( g). ‘The 
proof consists of constructing T* and I in line with the desired conclusi.on 
and checking that one has a theory I’* and an interpretati.on I and that t’he 
identifications made were necessary. For that, consider the five deduction 
steps. Closing 13 under identities, irrverses, and transverse compositions 
just makes an equivalence relation. Longitudinal compositions just make a 
congruence relation (because we are dealing with relations in 1‘ x T which 
include no objects off the diagonal [I]). Finally, conjunctions just secure that 
1 is product-preserving. 
A twisted algebra (A, D), and its downtwist D, are called co&renl if the 
deduction-closure D- of D is a schlicht category of functore and natural 
equivalences (also called “preordered” : horn sets have at most one element). 
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A strict T/K algebra is a twisted algebra whose downtwist consists of 
identities. (Then, by an evident induction, the deduction-closure also 
consists of identities. Also, a strict T/K algebra determines and is deter- 
mined by a T*-algebra, where T -+ T* is a universal interpretation with 
kernel K.) 
A twisted homomorphism (F, 0) between T/K twisted algebras, (A, D) -+ 
(A,, D,), is defined as follows. Its carrier F is a functor between ground 
categories, GZ --+ f& . Its twist @ is a family of natural equivalences v, 
indexed by the morphisms f : T(m) -+ T(n), y, : A,(f) F” -+ FnA( f ), 
satisfying these conditions (i)-(iii). For (i), note that for the coordinate 
projections f : T(m) -+ T(l), A( f ) and A,( f ) arc required to be coordinate 
projections, whence A,( f ) Fm = FA( f ). Th e condition is (i) vf is the identity 
for each coordinate projection f. For (ii), using o for longitudinal composition, 
the condition is vs = [CJ+ 0fl( g)][A,( f ) 3 ~~1. For (iii), for general (f, g) E K, f 
and g : T(m) -+ T(l), indexing identifiers J E D, /’ E D, , the condition is 
IIFO 11 Yf -= %CJ’ o F"l* 
A strict homomorphism of twisted algebras is a twisted homomorphism 
whose twist consists of identities. Note that nonstrict twisted algebras can 
have strict homomorphisms, e.g. identity homomorphisms. T-algebras 
(“nontwisted”), considered as T/D twisted algebras, can have nontrivially 
twisted homomorphisms; the indices for a twist differ from the indices for 
a downtwist. 
It may be important to define natural transformations between twisted 
homomorphisms. If so, that is a feature of the structure of coherent algebras 
that seems impossible to reduce to the ordinary structure of (ordinary) strict 
algebras. Here we are interested only in natural equivalences of twisted 
homomorphisms, defined as those natural equivalences of carriers h : F + F’ 
(F andl;‘: a--+ CZr) such that the two natural equivalences now provided from 
A,(f) Frn to (F’)“A( f ), for each f : T(m) -+ l’(n) (which are qi[A,( f) 0 P] 
and [P 3 A( f )] CJ+), are the same. An equivuknce of twisted algebras is a 
member of a pair of twisted homomorphisms running in both directions 
between them, both of whose compositions are naturally equivalent to iden- 
tities. 
We can now state the results after settling three more bits of terminology. 
A T/K twisted algebra (A, D) has an underlying T-algebra A. A category is 
replete [2] if each isomorphism class of its objects is (in case of Bcrnays-Godel 
set theory) a proper class or (in a theory with universes) equipotent with the 
universe. Thirdly, it is convenient not just to state “There exists a strict 
algebra...” but to call the result of the basic construction, roughly described 
in the Introduction, a word algebra. Defining a word algebra precisely 
amounts to beginning the proofs; we shall do it at once after stating the 
theorems. 
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THEOREM 1. Any word algebra on a coherent twisted algebra (A, D) is 
strict and equivalent to (A, 0). 
THEOREM 2. Coherence is inrariant under equi-iaience; in fact, u twisted 
a&ebra admitting a faith@ tzcisted homom.orphism into a coherent t&ted 
a&ebra is coherent. 
THBORBM 3. A T-algebra admitting a full failhful twisted homomorphism 
into a cohment T/IS twisted algebra urlderlies a Y’/K tz&ted akebra. 
THEOREM 4. A replete coherent T/Ii= twisted akebra is isomorphic with 
a ztol-d algebra unless the universal interpretation of T ecith kernel A’ identi$es 
the two coordinate projections T(2) + T( 1). 
TII~ORBM 5. Ezery twisted homomorphism from a mord algebra to a strict 
algebra is naturally equivalent to a strict honmrm~hism. 
2. Proofs and Examples. 
First, the trivial case excluded in Theorem 4 requires special treatment. 
If every interpretation of T which identifies the identities in K identifies the 
two coordinate projections of T(2), then ever); strict Yr/K algebra is on a 
category which has at most one morphism. We define a word algebra as a 
strict algebra, and a word algebra on (A, D) as a word algebra which is emptJr 
if and only if M is empty. Theorems l-3, and 5 are easily verified. 
In the remaining case, take an intcrprctation T ---f T* universal with 
kernel I<. Recall that the cardinal of the set 1 6? i of objects of 62 is assumed 
to he an index number m. Identify 1 62 / with. the set of coordinate projections 
T(m) --+ T(1) and also with the set of coordinate projections T*(m) -+ T*(l). 
(Since the two coordinate projections of T*(2) are distinct, all coordinate 
projections are distinct.) We begin the definition of a T/K algebra (A*, 1) 
by defining the set of objects 1 P j to he Hom( T*(nz), T*( 1)) r) { G? I ~ 
The interpretation I : T -> II’* is surjcctive. In particular, B = 
Hom(T(m), T(1)) maps hv a surjection r to ( LP /. By the axiom of choice 
it has a right inverse s : 1 CP / --f B; also, :ve ma)- and do require s to take 
coordinate projections to coordinate projections, which means (with our 
conventions) fixing each clement X of j 61 /. Xext notice -the i‘universai)’ 
object u of W!, whose Xth coordinate is X for each X in j 1;7t (. Define 
“c.raIuation” e : L! ---> : FX? I C 02 11~ e(f) = A(f)(u). Defille horn sets of LP 
by U*(X, y) ::-: M(es(x), es(y)) x {x} x { yJ.. Th e singleton factors SCCUX 
that horn sets are disjoint. The morphisms (g, X, y) of 6?* will he referred to 
as g (for short) cr g : x ,+ y (t.o avoid ambiguity). 
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In the short notation, identities 1, of @* are defined as 1,~~) , and com- 
posites hg are defined as hg composed in GY. This gives us a category CF. 
The definition of A* : T -+ Cat begins with 4*(7’(n)) = (GL’*)~. For a 
morphism w : T(n) -+ T(l), the functor a*(w) takes an object (x1 ,..., x~J 
to the composite I(w) X, where x : 2’*(m) -+ T*(n) has the coordinates x, . 
A morphism of (cpG*p is an n-tuple of morphisms gi : xj -+ yj; recall that 
gj E G!(es(,xj), es( 3~~)). We shall define A*(w)( g, ,..., gm) by a formula 
~,Y&% ‘h 2-*-Y &>I A, 3 which requires isomorphisms h,(t E (x, y}) from 
I(w) t E 1 fit i to A(w)(es(t,),..., es(Q) E 1 01 , C i 62’” j. These (iso-) mor- 
phisms of GZ* w-ill be ordered triples whose first term is an (iso-) morphism 
from es(I(w) t) to a(w)(es(tr),..., es(Q). (The other tu-o terms we have already.) 
The coherent dountwist D of A provides them. Here are two morphisms 
from I’(rfi) to T(l), viz. zr =.-: s(l(w) t) and the composite ~a of w with 
(s(tl) ... s(ts)) : T(m) -+ T(n), lvhich are identified by I; so the deduction- 
closure of D includes just one natural equivalence 01 : A(a,) --z A(za), and 
tizl is the required first term of h, . 
A *(zL’) is indeed a functor since, in 
h, cancels. The other morphisms of II’, T(n) + T(p), are determined by their 
coordinates, and 8* is defined on them accordingly. Inspection of the for- 
mulas shovvs that r3* is a product-preserving functor, which means a 
T-algebra. Consider w, w’ : T(n) + 11’(l) identified by I. A*(w) and A*(w’) 
agree on objects since the definition on an object x is I(w) x(=~(w’) x). 
The definitions of L4*(w) and A*(w’) on a morphism (g, ,..., gn) present a 
hexagonal diagram four of whose corners are values of 4(w) (two) and A(w’). 
The morphisms in it connecting pairs a(~)(*** es(t) -*a), A(w’)(.*. es(t) -me) 
are values of members of the deduction-closure D - of D which are deducible 
from p : A(zc) -+ A(zu’) in D-. Since D is coherent, they arc values of p; 
since fl is natural, the diagram commutes. Thus we have a strict T/K algebra 
(a*, 1). It was determined by the data and the choices of II and s. (Remark: 
It mas determined up to strict isomorphism by the data.) Any instance of this 
construction is called a word algebra on (A, D). 
Proof of Theorem 1. We have functors E : G!* -+ 6Y and L : CZ -+ ot*; 
defined E = es on objects, E(g, x, y) = g, L(X) = X, L(g: X-t Y) = (g, X, Y) 
The composition EL is 1. LA takes x E i GY* 1 to A(r(x))(~) E ’ Q I C 1 fl* 1 
andg : x + y tog : L?(x) -> LE( y). Th- cre is a (“most”) natural equivalence 
(T from 1 on A * to LE, every oo being the isomorphism 1 b,s(z) : x + es(x). 
L is the carrier of a twisted homomorphism whose tvvist Sz is provided by 
the X, previously constructed. Precisely, Q is a family of natural equivalences 
X, : 4*( f ) L” --3 LpA( f) indexed by the morphisms f : T(n) -+ T(p) of T. 
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For p == 1, f = w in the previous notation, and A, is a suitable family of 
isomorphisms from A *(%)(X1 ,..., Xn)(sinceL(Xj) := X,) to f(w)(X, ,..“, XJ, 
for all x = (X, ,..., X,) E j 6Y In. We define these isomorphisms (A,), to be 
the A, previously constructed. For general f : Y’(R) --> Y’(p), the domain and 
codomain of (Ai)R: are given as p-fold products, and we define the morphism 
as the corresponding product. The definition of A*(f) on morphisms 
exactly secured that these A, are natural. For a jth coordinate projection ZCJ: 
each (A& was constructed as zU where CI : A(Xj) -+ A(>:$) is in the deduction- 
closure of D and thus is an identity. Similarly, the constrwti,on from the 
deduction-closure secures 5, = [& c 1-7( g)][A*( f ) 3 A,J, and also [L s I] A, = 
A,[1 01~1 for J: A(f) -+ d(g) in D, f and g from Y’(n) to T(1). Verifying 
each of these reduces to noting a deduction in the deduction-closure. The 
former reduces directly to (A& .: (Al)(n(o)r~ A”(f)((h,),); treating x a~ b 
variable, the ri.ght-hand side is a recipe for constructing the iv. in terms of 
which the left-hand side is defined. (Precisely, t11, l ‘9 is true coordinatewke, 
i.e. forJ having codomain T(l).) The latter reduces to JX(h,),: -== (A,), ? valid 
by similar reasoning. So (L, a) is a twisted homomorphism. 
There is a twisted homomorphism (I?, CD) whose twist is roughly I2 reversed. 
What is required is (first) (v& : -‘~(zc)(~.Y(,Y~),..~, e.s(xJ) --r es(I(zc) ~11 for 
.u! : r(n) -+ Y(l) and 3c in 1 a* (II. Recall that (A,), is an ordered triple whose 
first term is an isomorphism &, of 0% we define (yw)- ::: i,,, . As before, the 
general 9;, is dcfined coordinatewisc. (II, CD) is a tviisted homomorphism for 
substantially the same reasons as (L, -Q). The composite twist of ET, : 6?! ---> Q 
is i , and the composite twist of LE makes o‘ a natural equivalence of twisted 
homomorphisms; each verification comes down to a formula I = 1. 
Proof crf Thewetn 2. Given a faithful twisted homomorphism (li, CD) 
from (A, II) to (AL, D1), the downtwist D is determined by the condition 
on its idcntificrs J : A(f) + A(g) that [F 3 J] ~~ =- p,Jjl c P] (since F/ 
is invertibie). Deductions from II correspond to deductions from III; so if 
D’ is cohcrcnt, I) is also. 
Remwk. Similarly, ifF(I 67 I) = 1 CP 1-1 f’ is surjective on objects-then 
coherence of D implies coherence of D1. 
Prmf oj. Theoorem 3. This is completely straightforward, since a fuii 
faithful functor is bijective on corresponding horn sets. 
Remark. For an equally straightforward dual, one assumes that F is 
surjective on objects and morphisms. But it s&ices to assume that F is 
epimorphic. One has to define Jl so that J’ c P == c$[F c J]vf . Since F and 
thus PA is obviously surjective on objects, this determines J’. Since P is 
epimorphic, one has certain formulas relating all morphisms of @’ to mor- 
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phismsF(h) [4], which show that J1 is natural. Then coherence of D implies 
coherence of D1 by the remark on Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 4. More generally, if all isomorphism classes of objects 
of LI? have the same power T.V., and m is at least as large as the power of a 
skeleton of LZ and the power of T, then m is also the power of Cl? and of the 
category Q!* underlying a word algebra. Hence L : o;I+ CZ* is naturally 
equivalent to a categorical isomorphism M : C?! --+ 0;1*. Then the theorem 
follows from two lemmas: A twisted homomorphism with invertible carrier 
is invertible (First Isomorphism Theorem), and 
If (F, @) is a twisted homomorphism, then any functor naturally equivalent 
to F is the carrier of a twkted homomorphism. 
For the First Isomorphism Theorem, given (L, Q) and L-l, define Q-l 
atf, at x =: (.1cr ,..., x,J, by ((h-r),)= = L-‘((A,)& where N = (L”)-l. A similar 
explicit formula yields the second lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 5. We have a word algebra (A*, 1) on a twisted algebra 
(A, D), and a twisted homomorphism (F, CD) from A* to a strict algebra 
(B, 1). The naturally equivalent strict homomorphism G : A* -+ B is 
in fact uniquely detemined if we specify that it agrees with F on the image of 
GZ by the functor L constructed in the proof of Theorem 1. G and CY : F + G 
are defined as follows. 
First note that though A*( f ), B( f ), and ?r are defined for f in T, they 
are determined by I( f ). For A* and B, this is strictness. For (f, g) E K, 
9, = CJJ~ from the condition [F 0 J v, -= p&J’ oFn], here where J and Jr 
are identities, and the other (f, g) identified by I are generated from K by 
constructions preserving the condition. Accordingly we write A*( f ), 
B( f ), 9, for f in T*. Recall the “universal” object II in 1 0!* Ina. We define 
01~) for w E 1 0P (, to be (,&I : FA*(w)(u) + B(w) Fn’(u). This is a trans- 
formation from F to a functor G because A*(w)(u) = w, and G is uniquely 
determined so that LY is a natural equivalence. G is visibly a strict homo- 
morphism on objects, G(w) being B( w u w ere c = Fm(u). Writing it )( -) h 
down, one sees that G is a strict homomorphism and 0: is a natural equivalence 
of twisted homomorphisms. 
Theorem 5 is proved. Note that the assertion in its proof that G is uniquely 
determined by GL = FL follows from the observation that the subcategory 
L(a) generates the algebra A*. With this and the connection set up in 
Theorem 1 one has easily the following result, due to Benabou (or at least, 
suggested to me by the referee’s description of Benabou’s results): 
The word algebra A* on (A, D) is a rejlection of (A, D) in strict algebras and 
strict homomorphisms; (L, Q) is a rejection map. 
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Let us conclude with a counterexample and a remark on illustrative 
examples. The strong conditions in l’heorem 4, slightly weakened in its 
proof, cannot be greatly weakened. Any category having finite products has 
a coherently associative product functor [fi]. But a skeletal category having 
infinite products cannot have a strictly associative binary product functor 
x unless it is schlicht. Suppose W is not schlicbt, but :: is associative. 
For some objects A, B, there are two morphisms A -+ L’. Then an infinite 
power C of B satisfies C x C :J C and has (accordingiy) two endomorphic 
coordinate projections pr , pa . For cndomorphisms of C, f x 2 has coordin 
ates P&f x 2) = fPl , Pdf x 2) .= 2P2 . Then pr( j x (2 x 12)) = Jcp, = 
p.r(( f x gj x h) = (f x g) pr . Since p, is epic, f .= f :: g, which is absurd. 
These results seem to me to show that coherently twisted algebras are 
simply axj.kward presentations of strict algebras. What are discohewn 
algebras? ILIacLane has given an illustrztion [6], but it is only an algebra 
which admits a cohcrcnt downtwist, taken with 2 diflerent downtwist. There 
is probably a bottomless morass of essentially discoherent twisted algebras. 
One occurs already in the twisted-associative multiplications on the one- 
object category whose morphisms form a dihedrsll group D, . It is easy to 
verify that a coherently associative functor D, x D, -b 13, must factor 
across one of the coordinate projections; but there is 2 twisted-associative 
functor which does not so factor, whose values form a four group in II,. 
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